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At the age of 12,
Gwendy was given a
mysterious and
dangerous box. Years
later the box is back in
her possession and
she must resist
temptation yet keep
the box safe.

Gwendy's Final
Task by Stephen
King

www.nspl.info

A re-imagining of the
Island of Dr. Moreau
set against 19th
century Mexico.
Carlota has question
and Dr. Moreau keeps
secrets.

The Daughter of
Doctor Moreau by
Silvia Moreno-
Garcia

What happens to the
girl who survives the
massacre? Lynnette is
that girl and deals with
it everyday. Thankfully
she has a support
group with others like
her. Until one day one
of the girls misses a
meeting. Can they
survive the
unthinkable again? 

The Final Girl
Support Group by
Grady Hendrix



Practical Jane is
looking for safety
through marriage to
dashing Dr. Lawrence.
When an accident
strands her at the door
of his ancesteral
home, the doctor is not
the man she married.
Something is deeply
wrong Lindridge Hall.

The Death of Jane
Lawerence by
Caitlin Starling

When Vera's mother
called, Vera came
back. Back to the
home of a serial killer,
her father. Coming
home was hard to
make things worse,
her mother and Vera
are not alone.

Just Like Home by
Sarah Gailey

Sylvia Wren has been
living under an
assumed identity. She
is the daughter of a
cursed family. Can she
outrun a family curse?

The Cherry
Robbers by Sarai
Walker

A widower battles his
grief and an evil
stalking his smart
home.

This Thing
Between Us by
Gus Moreno

Nick is looking to earn
some easy money by
writing a profile on a
mindfulness app. It
seems like the typical
app until the sleep
songs. A haunting
beautiful womans
voice is heard, sleep
follows but so to do
nightmares.

Where They Wait
by Scott Carson

In a world reeling from
plague and monsters
roam the streets.
Spence is one of the
cured living in a
rehibilitation center.
He doesn't wish to face
the world, until a new
inmate challenges
him. 

And Then I Woke
Up by Malcolm
Devlin

The farm house is the
site of an urban
legend. In the 1950s a
farmworker is
murdered and her
cries are heard by the
Aztec goddess of
death. She creates a
plan for them to be
reborn from vengence.
Today, the farm
owners and a visiting
friend find themselves
caught up in this
legend.

The Queen of the
Cicadas by V.
Castro

Six people were killed
at a Burger City
franchise off I-80 near
Jonny, Iowa. It was the
bizarre and gruesome
conclusion to nine
months of alleged
paranormal activity at
the fast-food joint-
events popularly
known as "the Burger
City Poltergeist."

The Ghost that Ate
Us by Daniel
Kraus

For more horror stories
visit our catalog.


